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Decision Problem:  
What market segment should a new Dell laptop be marketed to? 
  
Research Problem:  
What are feelings regarding Mac vs. PC? What makes one more popular than the 
other on social media? What market segment posts most about feelings regarding 
these products?  
 
Quantitative Results:  
I ran a few searches on Trackur concerning the decision problem. First I put in the 
keywords ‘Dell’ and ‘laptop’. There were only 196 results. When sorted by influence, 
most of the results were yellow and red, very few green results appeared.  The green 
results were mostly about deals on Dell laptops. When I added ‘student’ as a 
keyword I received no results.  
 
I found much more information after putting in the keywords, ‘macbook’. When 
sorted by influence, most of the results were yellow but there were more green 
sentiments than Dell had. When I sorted by sentiment I found posts about 
Macbooks, mostly from Twitter. When I added ‘student’ as a keyword, I found a 
large variety of posts as well. 
 
Qualitative Results: 
I found very few posts where people were showing off or saying nice things about 
their Dell laptop. I mostly found posts where people were trying to sell laptops. 
 
People commented on how much they liked their Macbook, and I found a few posts 
about people wishing that they could afford one. There were a few relevant posts 
about how Macbooks are better than PCs as well. When I added ‘student’ as a 
keyword, I found many posts by students commenting on their Macbooks. There 
was even a Twitter post commenting on how there is “not one student without a 
Macbook”. When sorted by influence, I found people asking questions on whether 
they should purchase a Macbook for a certain reason. I also found a few posts where 
people were commenting on music related to Dell and Macbooks. Macbook users 
said that music plays and syncs well from their iphones; Dell users said that the 
laptop was cheap but the music quality was not good.  
 
Conclusion:  
From this research, I found that the best target market for Dell laptops is older 
generations. Many of the posts that I found from students implied that they were 
very happy with their Macbook because it worked well and was easy to use with 
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their iPhone. This is something that Dell cannot really compete with, so I would 
recommend targeting older generations where smooth iphone/personal computer 
connectivity especially involving music is not as critical. It is also true, to be sure, 
that older generations are not as heavy social media users. 
 
What helped me the most when coming to this conclusion was the qualitative data. 
The quantitative data helped prove that Macbooks were much more talked about 
than Dells, but did not take into account the target markets that were speaking of 
them. I came to many exploratory insights from looking at individual posts about 
Dell and Mac.  
 
 
 
 
 


